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INTRODUCTION 
 
This manual explains how to integrate OpenRules and Apache Spark to efficiently execute 

hundreds of millions of complex rules-based transactions. 

• OpenRules® Decision Manager helps enterprises develop and maintain operational 

decision services that can be deployed on-premise or on the cloud and invoked from any 

decision-making business applications.  OpenRules helps subject matter experts to 

produce superfast decision services with very complex business logic. 

• Apache® Spark™ is an open-source, distributed processing system used for big data 

workloads. open-source cluster computing framework with in-memory processing to 

speed up analytic applications. Today Apache Spark is the most popular engine for 

scalable computing used by thousands of companies, including 80% of the Fortune 500. 

OpenRules-based decision services can be integrated with an Apache Spark application that 

provides high scalability using cluster deployment and highly efficient parallel execution.  

 

In this manual, we will demonstrate OpenRules-Spark integration using a simple decision service 

“VacationDays” that calculates employees’ vacation days. While this service is very fast (takes 

less than a millisecond per employee), but when there are too many employees (say 1 billion) 

the sequential execution of this service could still take hours. However, if we put this service 

inside a Spark application, we will show that the total execution time for 1 billion of employees 

is under 3 minutes averaging 1.6 million decisions per second! 

DESIGN STEPS AND PERFORMANCE RESULTS 

We designed an OpenRules-Spark Integration demo within the Amazon ERM Serverless runtime 

environment.  The following diagram shows how our demo decision service “VacationDays” 

works in the Spark application: 

 

http://openrules.com/
https://spark.apache.org/
https://openrulesdecisionmanager.com/building-decision-services/
https://openrulesdecisionmanager.com/building-decision-services/
https://openrulesdecisionmanager.com/deploying-decision-services/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/emr/latest/EMR-Serverless-UserGuide/emr-serverless.html
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Here are the main design steps for preparing and running our demo decision service: 

1. Prepare Data and Request Dataframe 

a. Generate 1B records (employees) in a CSV file and load it into the AWS S3 
bucket  

b. Prepare Request Dataframe 
2. Decision Service Transformation  

a. Apply OpenRules-based decision service “VacationDays” for each of 1B records 

3. Metrics Calculation 

a. Apply Spark analytics to all 1B employees with already calculated vacations 

days: we categorize all employees into 3 groups (minor, regular, senior) and 

calculate average, minimal, maximal, and total vacation days for each category 

4. Report Results 

 

The total execution time for all steps was 7 min 21 seconds. The decision service transformation 

took less than 3 minutes producing 6M decisions per second! Here are the produced metrics: 
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 In the following sections, we will describe all steps in detail allowing OpenRules users to 

reproduce the same demo included in the standard OpenRulesSamples workspace using their 

own Apache Spark environment. 

CREATING OPENRULES-BASED DECISION SERVICE 

The standard installation workspace “OpenRules Decision Manager” comes with a sample 

decision model “VacationDays” that calculates vacation days for an employee using various 

business rules. You may build, test, and deploy this decision model as a regular jar file using the 

standard “package.bat” (>mvn install). You may invoke this model using a simple Java API with 

one employee: 

 

CREATING A LARGE DATASET 

While this decision service takes less than a millisecond to process 1 employee, it still will take a 

lot of time if we want to apply it to a large number of employees (say 1 billion) and use just a 

sequential execution. That’s why we decided to put this service inside a Spark application and 

rely on its clusters with massive parallel execution. But first, we need to generate the proper 

large dataset. So, we created a simple Java program that uses a random generator to generate 

any number of Employees and save them in a CSV file. You can see its code here.  We used this 

generator to create two test datasets, one with 100M of employees and another with 1B of 

employees. We uploaded these datasets to the AWS S3 Input bucket “openrules-spark-demo”.  

 

https://openrulesdecisionmanager.com/building-decision-services/install-samples/
https://openrulesdecisionmanager.com/installation/
https://openrulesdecisionmanager.com/decision-models/vacation-days/
http://openrules.com/Java/EmpGenerator.java
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CREATING SPARK APPLICATION 
 

Now we need to put our decision service in a Spark application. While Spark is a multi-

language platform, we decided to write our Spark application in Java. You may find its 

complete source code at CalculateVacationDays.java. We will explain the key pieces of 

this application. 

First, we need to set up a Spark context: 

 

Next, we need to read the data into a dataset: 

 

The decision service “VacationDays” expects a Java object of class Employee as its input. When 

our Spark application receives a collection of employees from the CSV file, it will need to convert 

each dataset records onto an Employee object. This will be done by our first Spark 

transformation function “convert”: 

 

Then we will need to invoke the decision model to calculate vacation days for each employee. It 

can be done similarly to the above Java API. This can be done by our second Spark 

transformation function “decisionTask”. 

 

Now we can apply these two transformations to the dataset. The following code will calculate 

vacation days for each employee and capture how much time it took to do the calculations. 

http://openrules.com/Java/CalculateVacationDays.java
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Then we can apply any analytics supported by Spark to the results. In this demo, we decided to 

group the dataset into 3 age categories (minor, regular, and senior) and calculate metrics such 

as average, minimal, maximal, and total vacation days for each category: 

 

And finally, we may create a simple report and store it in a text file: 

 

CONFIGURING AND PACKAGING 
 

We use Maven to configure and build our Spark application. The project’s “pom.xml” file is a 

standard Maven project file, but there are some technical details worth mentioning. To deploy 
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our application to a cluster as a Spark job, we need to create a single jar that contains our code 

and all required dependencies, except Spark libraries, as they are provided by the cluster 

environment. We mark Spark dependency as “provided” 

 

 

Also, we exclude not used class packages from the final jar to reduce the size of the jar. 

 

 

 

When we run the command “>mvn package”, it should build a JAR file VacationDaysSpark-

1.0.0.jar in the folder “target”. After that, we are ready to deploy our application to a Spark 

cluster and perform a simple benchmarking to measure the performance of the OpenRules 
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decision model running as a Spark transformation step.  To make the created jar file 

VacationDaysSpark-1.0.0.jar available for a Spark cluster. For this reason, we upload it into the 

same bucket “openrules-spark-demo” where we placed our large CSV file with test employees. 

CREATING SPARK CLUSTER AND RUNNING APPLICATION 
 
The simplest way to configure and run a Spark cluster is to use Amazon EMR (Elastic Map 

Reduce) service. We used it to create an EMR Serverless application and submit an EMR job with 

our jar file. First, we created EMR Studio and then selected the link “Applications”: 

 
 
After a click on the button “Create application” we received: 

 

 

 

Then we filled in an application name, software version, and hardware type: 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/emr/
https://us-east-1.console.aws.amazon.com/emr/home?region=us-east-1#/serverless
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To process a large number of records (100M or even 1B) our cluster should have enough power.  

So, we selected “Custom settings” and configured our cluster with 3 “warm” executors, where 

each executor has 16 vCPU and 32G of memory. 
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We left all other settings unchanged and clicked on the button:  
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The created applications in the studio dashboard: 

 

 

The application is created but not yet started. We clicked on the application name (highlighted 

above) and then hit the button “Start application”: 

 

 

EMR Service took about 2-3 min to provision and start our Spark cluster. 

While the application was starting, we configured our benchmarking job by selecting the “Job 

runs” tab and then clicking on the button “Create job”: 

 

 

 

Then we filled in all details about the job “CalculateVacationDays”.  

 

The next step was a creation of a new execution role: 
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Then we specified the location of our jar file (already uploaded to our S3 bucket) and the main 

class name. Our code accepts 3 arguments: 

- input_file 

- output_folder 

- report_folder. 

Script location: s3://openrules-spark-demo/VacationDaysSpark-1.0.0.jar 

Main class: vacation.days.spark.CalculateVacationDays 

Script arguments: ["s3://openrules-spark-demo/employee.csv","s3://openrules-spark-

demo/result","s3://openrules-spark-demo/report"] 
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Previously we configured our Spark cluster to use 3 executors with 16 vCPUs. Now we needed to 

tell the framework to use all CPUs for this job. To do this, we expanded the “Spark properties” 

section and set the property “spark.executor.cores” to 16, and then hit the “Submit job” button 

at the bottom of the page. 
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After the job is submitted, we can monitor the job execution by clicking on the job’s name  

 
 

Then we clicked on “View application UI” and selected “Spark UI (Running jobs)”: 
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We refreshed the job list and saw that the job was completed and “Run status” was “Success”.  
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Then we opened the openrules-spark-demo S3 bucket and saw that there was a folder named 

‘report’ which contained the file _SUCCESS and text file part-00000-6ffb5360-b7a2-47d4-87ff-

00033f069131-c000.txt that contains the jobs report data. 

 

 

 

We downloaded this text file with the execution results. 

PERFORMANCE METRICS 
 

Performance Results for 100M Records 
 

Here is what we saw in the downloaded text file: 

 

 

These results look very good: 

 

 

https://s3.console.aws.amazon.com/s3/object/openrules-spark-demo?region=us-east-1&prefix=report/part-00000-6ffb5360-b7a2-47d4-87ff-00033f069131-c000.txt
https://s3.console.aws.amazon.com/s3/object/openrules-spark-demo?region=us-east-1&prefix=report/part-00000-6ffb5360-b7a2-47d4-87ff-00033f069131-c000.txt
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1. 100,000,000 records from a CSV file were loaded into the Spark cluster. 

2. Our VacationDays decision service was executed for all 100M records within 62,481 

milliseconds (a bit more than 1 minute). 

3. The Spark cluster’s workers, running in parallel, executed the OpenRules rule engine 

averaging 1,6M decisions per second. 

4. The results were grouped by age categories and for each category, we calculated 

various metrics. 

5. The entire execution cycle took 2 min 29 secs. 

 

Performance Results for 1B Records 
 

Then we uploaded another sample CSV file with 1B records, its size is about 28Gb.  

The cluster completed the entire job processing 1B records in 7 min 21 secs.  

Here are the execution results: 

 

 

 

1. 1,000,000,000 records from a CSV file were loaded into the Spark cluster. 

2. Our VacationDays decision service was executed for all 100M records within 165,800 

milliseconds (less than 3 minutes). 

3. The Spark cluster’s workers, running in parallel, executed the OpenRules rule engine 

averaging 6M decisions per second. 

4. The results were grouped by age categories and for each category, we calculated 

various metrics. 

5. The entire execution cycle took 7 min 21 secs. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
This tutorial provides step-by-step instructions for how to integrate OpenRules-based Decision 

Service in the Apache Spark application to achieve maximal performance for huge datasets. 

OpenRules-Spark integration provides high scalability using cluster deployment and highly 

efficient parallel execution.  

 

We used a simple “VacationDays” that calculates employees’ vacation days as a sample. We put 

this service inside a Spark application without any changes, and it was able to handle 1 billion 

records in under 3 minutes averaging 1.6 million decisions per second! Any OpenRules-based 

decision service can be similarly deployed as a Spark application with superfast performance 

and minimal configuration efforts. 

 If you have any questions about OpenRules-Spark integration, direct all your technical questions 

to support@openrules.com. 

 

 

mailto:support@openrules.com

